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dr. scott hahn, renowned catholic theologian and author, has been teaching and living out the wisdom of the catholic faith in his life for more than 40 years. in this presentation dr. hahn shares from his experience the methods of evangelization used by jesus and the
apostles. in his own words, he shares his views on the evangelization of the world and the practical problems he has encountered. this presentation is sure to prov.. [ more ] this is one of dr. scott hahn's most popular talks, and the reason is simple: it is a real "home run"

and is packed full of concrete examples of how to put the faith into your daily life. he explains how to apply the teachings of the catholic church to modern life. he gives examples of how to make catholic faith real in everyday life. he also explains the most frequent
mistakes catholics make when dealing with others. this presentation is perfect for the layman. it is also a great.. [ more ] dr. scott hahn shares his own personal journey of faith, and how he has made the pursuit of the truth his life work. he challenges catholics of all levels
of commitment to daily act as if the catholic faith is true, and that it truly matters to their lives. he explains the truth that your daily life and actions will determine the lasting effect that you have on the world. he shares three specific examples that he has used throughout
his life that hav.. [ more ] the great documents of the western world has always been a standard resource for people who want to read the documents of the catholic church - the scriptures. dr. hahn, author of scripture matters, brings together the great documents of the
western world into one accessible resource that focuses on the scriptures and demonstrates their centrality to our faith. hahn's fresh approach demonstrates that the scriptures are the foundational documents of the church and of the christian faith - the way to salvation.

this book is invaluable for anyone who wants to study the scriptures and understand their.. [ more ]
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this is an outstanding bible study for anyone who wants to deeply understand the
theology of the eucharist. as a priest, scott hahn has long pondered the connection

between the eucharist and catholic theology.this present study not only makes clear that
connection for the first time, but also shows how the eucharist is the source and summit

of the church. in this study, scott hahn deftly shows how the.. [ more ] in this focused
presentation, dr. scott hahn shares key principles he has lived out in his own life.his
advice is practical and challenging and sometimes requires sacrifice, but it is sure to

bear goo.. [ more ] dr. scott hahn has done it again: he has given us a crisp, clear, and
compelling look at the very essence of catholic life, the sacraments. cardinal timothy m.
dolan, archbishop of new yorkthe most solemn, majestic, and beautiful gifts that jesus

christ gave to the world are his sacraments. he endowed them with unprecedented and
unparalleled power..power to change lives, save souls, and sha. [ more ] dr. hahn
received his b.a. from the university of dayton, his m. in theology from catholic

theological union in chicago, and his ph.d. in medieval studies from depaul university in
chicago. he was ordained to the priesthood on may 20, 1994, and is currently completing

his doctoral studies in jewish and christian studies at franciscan university of
steubenville. he currently lives in waco, tx, with his wife, franciscan sr. patricia, and their
three children. this is dr. scott hahn's most popular talk! he presents key aspects of the
catholic faith in an inviting and accessible way. he touches on topics such as: catholic
catechesis, the proper use of authority, and how to apply the faith in everyday life. he

also includes an extremely rich description of the holy sacraments, and provides a clear
and concise explanation of catholic doctrine. he leads a discussion with the catechumen

to.. [ more ] 5ec8ef588b
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